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TheScore Bet has decided to abandon its stateside 
operations and concentrate on Canada

While every other operator is hungry for a slice of the 
big, America-shaped pie, one has decided to turn its back 

on the country altogether. TheScore Bet will discontinue its 
operations in the US from 1 July. It’s not even hanging around 
to celebrate one last Independence Day. No, the operator has 
set its sights elsewhere.

TheScore calls Canada home and that’s where its future 
lies, or more specifically, in Ontario. The province constitutes 
Canada’s historic heartland and recently legalised online 
gambling and single-event sports betting. 

Ontario’s regulated market went live on 4 April, and for 
operators, this was like Christmas come early. With over 10 
million potential new bettors, Ontario became one of North 
America’s most lucrative iGaming markets overnight. A lucky 
few went live on launch day, including theScore, while many 
more operators still await approval. 

It almost goes without saying that Ontario represents 
a unique opportunity, but other brands have capitalised on 
this opportunity without discontinuing operations elsewhere. 
Right now, the Score Bet is still live in New Jersey, Colorado, 
Iowa and Indiana, but in a few weeks’ time, US customers will 
no longer be able to access its services. 

In an FAQ published on its website, theScore Bet said it 
will stop accepting all US-based deposits and wagers on 15 
June, and from that date until 1 July, US customers will only 
be able to withdraw funds from their accounts. The FAQ went 
on to discuss outstanding bets, stating that all bets set to be 
completed on or before 1 July will be settled as normal. 

However, customers who have bets that will be completed 
after this date will need to wait until they hear directly from 
theScore Bet, and will be given further details at that time. But 
all this aside, what prompted theScore Bet to ditch the States?

Well, Penn National Gaming likely has something to do 
with it. In 2021, theScore was acquired by Penn, which also 
owns Barstool Sports. Given the latter’s strong US brand, while 
theScore is more popular in its native Canada, the decision 
may have been taken for strategic purposes. 

Why risk stepping on each other’s toes and stretching 
yourself thin when you can concentrate more resources on 
specific markets?

This would seem to be the operator’s reasoning, at least 
according to theScore President and COO Benjie Levy. He 
remarked: “Since Penn’s acquisition of theScore, the company’s 
plan has been to lead with Barstool Sportsbook in the US and 
theScore Bet in Canada, given our strong brand equity there.

“With theScore Bet launched and thriving in Ontario, and as 
we approach a major undertaking this summer with the launch 
of our proprietary risk and trading service, the timing is right to 
focus our US efforts on marketing Barstool Sportsbook and our 
Canadian efforts on marketing theScore Bet.”

TheScore Bet has also had a hard time making a significant 

dent in US markets. The operator held less than 1% market 
share in an April report on Indiana sports betting, while 
Iowa recorded a 5.1% market share for theScore Bet and 
Barstool combined. 

In Ontario, meanwhile, theScore Bet has thus far performed 
significantly better. In late April, the operator continued to 
lead download shares, despite a noticeable drop off from 
the first few days post-launch.

The decision to discontinue its operations in the US has 
coincided with a big push to Barstool Sportsbook. TheScore 
will use its media platform to promote the latter brand as Penn 
National looks to consolidate its position in the US market.

“This move enables us to maximise the value of both brands 
through our organic media and gaming approach. Key to 
our strategy is integrating theScore media app with Barstool 
Sportsbook in the US, which we’re currently working towards,” 
continued Levy.

“Bringing together theScore’s powerful sports media 
platform with Barstool Sportsbook, supported by our in-house 

technology will strengthen the overall US product offering 
and broaden its reach.”

Ultimately, theScore Bet and Penn National’s decision will 
likely lead other operators to rethink their growth strategies. 
Sometimes less is more; quality is often better than quantity. 
Until now, most brands have pursued growth at the cost of 
profitability but there are signs that companies are beginning 
to move away from this approach towards a more long-term, 
sustainable strategy.

GI Verdict: Going all in on Ontario is a bold move, but will it 
pay off for theScore Bet and Penn? Right now, all signs point 
to yes. TheScore boasts healthy brand recognition in Canada 
and its betting arm has made a strong start in Ontario. Based 
on how things look at the moment, it’s theScore’s race to 
lose, though other operators have chipped away at its strong 
position since launch day. In the US, meanwhile, it never really 
made a meaningful enough contribution.

“Going all in on Ontario is a 
bold move, but will it pay o�  
for theScore Bet and Penn? 

Right now, all signs point 
to yes. TheScore boasts 

healthy brand recognition 
in Canada”
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THIS WEEK IN 
NUMBERS US ROUND-UP: GIG, MOHEGAN AND 

PLAZA HOTEL & CASINO
Gaming Innovation Group (GiG) has 
signed a “head of terms agreement” 

with Crab Sports, a sports betting brand 
based in the US. The deal with Crab Sports 
is the first in an expanded offering from GiG 
and its recently acquired partner, Sportnco. 
GiG will power Crab Sports with its turnkey 
solution, which includes the technical 
platform CMS and data from Sportnco 
sportsbook. Although not an official 
partnership, it is anticipated that the head 
of terms agreement will become a full 
contract within the next few months. 

Online casino and sports betting 
operator Rush Street Interactive has 
added its online sportsbook to its existing 
online casino at BetRivers in West Virginia. 
This new addition to the casino will offer 
both casino players and sports fans in 
West Virginia the opportunity to place bets 
quickly and safely, using the BetRivers iOS 
and Android apps, and website. BetRivers 
players will be offered live-streamed sports 
events with the opportunity to place 
in-play wagers, and will have access 
to a unique loyalty programme with 
integrated bonuses.

Mohegan has appointed Heather 
Menzano as its new Vice President for Web 
Communications. Menzano will oversee 
corporate and casino-branded website 
and app development in North America. 
She will lead all related data analysis 
capabilities and digital ROI strategies 
for the company’s corporate and casino 
property brands. As noted by Mohegan, 
she joins the group with a wealth of 
experience leading strategic campaigns 
at premier entertainment and hospitality 
destinations, with her insight set to 
be integral to the company’s future 
digital effectiveness.

In other Mohegan news, the operator 
has debuted a new slot machine at its 
flagship Connecticut property. The tribal 
operator’s Mohegan Sun casino in the 
Constitution State has become the first 
gaming facility in the Northeastern United 
States to introduce “Dragon Link HD 
in-house progressive slot machines.” 
These new machines are located in the 
high limit slot section near the Sachem 
Lounge and Vista Lounge at Wombi 
Rock. The Dragon Link $1m jackpot 
game, designed by Aristocrat, has a $25 
minimum bet and a $2,500 maximum bet.

Gaming Laboratories International
(GLI) has certified Bingo Treasures, a “tribally 
linked” product of Video King and Parlay 
Games. Having received certification from 
GLI, and having filed a patent application 
with the US Patent and Trademark Office 
(USPTO), Bingo Treasures will soon 
come to tribal operators. Video King has 
begun licensing Bingo Treasures to tribal 
customers throughout the US. “With the GLI 
approval in hand, we will now be working 
quickly to finalise licence agreements and 
installation dates with tribes who will 
be first movers with us,” said Rusty Morin, 
Video King’s Chief Financial Officer.

Finally, in Las Vegas, the Plaza Hotel & 
Casino has teased four “large-scale” projects 
that will “significantly transform its historic 
Main Street façade.” Jonathan Jossel, the 
property’s CEO, will offer details of Plaza’s 
planned redevelopment projects at a 
special news conference on Tuesday
14 June. This will take place under the
dome of the Plaza Hotel & Casino, where 
Jossel will be joined by Las Vegas Mayor 
Carolyn Goodman, Oscar Goodman, the 
namesake of Oscar’s Steakhouse, and 
social media influencer Brian Christopher.

Hours of live footage 
covered by Sky 
Sports Racing at 
Royal Ascot 2022

38

AU$150m
(US$108m)

To be paid by Tabcorp to 
Racing Queensland and 
the state’s government, 

contingent upon the 
commencement of 

reforms set forth by the 
Queensland Government

Premier League 
season sponsorship 
deal con� rmed 
between AstroPay 
and Wolverhampton 
Wanderers

2022/23

Bet into the Epsom 
Oaks and Derby 

World Pool over the 
two-day meeting 

£48.6m
($61m)

IGT Cobalt 27 video 
lottery terminals 
delivered to the 
Manitoba Liquor and 
Lotteries Corporation

960
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KEEP IN TOUCH: SKYWIND ACQUIRES INTOUCH 
GAMES FOR UK MARKET
Skywind Group, the iGaming supplier, 
has purchased Intouch Games Group 
in a bid to “increase its B2C presence in 
Europe’s largest market.”

The market in question is that of the 
UK, where Skywind now has access 
to Intouch’s “unique games” and 500 
employees based in the UK, Cyprus, 
Romania, Vietnam and Taiwan.

Intouch Games also owns eight casino 
brands, including mFortune, Jammy 
Monkey and Mr Spin. The organisation 
was founded in 2001, whereas Skywind 
was created in 2012.

Skywind CEO Hilary Stewart-Jones 
boasts over 27 years of retail and digital 
experience.

Unfortunately, one of Intouch Games’ 
most newsworthy items last year was a 
£3.4m ($4.2m) fine from the Gambling 
Commission in the UK market.

Skywind, however, has been signing a 
number of partnerships of late, including 
one with Salsa Technology around a 
month ago.

The provider has over 600 employees 

itself, meaning its takeover of Intouch 
will almost double its workforce. 
Skywind also has nine offices, 250 
customers and 1,000 operators across 19 
regulated markets.

This move continues the trend of 
iGaming consolidation, one only set to 
continue in this ever-merging sector.

Competition in the UK market, 
meanwhile, remains fierce, hence the 
purchase of an existing UK brand makes 
far more sense than creating a new one.

The UK market remains in limbo when 
it comes to pending new regulations, as 
the Government’s Gambling Act Review 
is still yet to be released.

GI Verdict: The UK market is an 
interesting topic. On one hand, 
it continues to grow and is as 
competitive as ever. But on the other 
hand, the Government’s review could 
have a huge impact on issues like 
regulations and fines. Intouch is no 
stranger to such fines, but Skywind has 
seemingly looked past this misdemeanour 
to focus on the group’s potential.

Police forces in the 
UK that screen for 
gambling harm 
and addiction, 
according to 
new research

2 in 10

Wagered in Arizona 
in March 2022, a 

single month event 
wagering handle 

record for the state

$691m 

Inductee into the 
Mohegan Sun Walk 
of Fame; comedian 

Chris Rock

37th 
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THE WEEK IN QUOTES

“The current cost of living crisis along with 
the economic fallout of the pandemic can only 
exacerbate this further – which underscores 
the need for concerted system-wide action 

to prevent gambling harms.”

“The Netherlands is a large and important 
European market and one that we look 

forward to operating in with a local licence. 
We have been advocating local licence 
schemes for the past decade, and are 

thrilled that our newly awarded licence in 
the Netherlands will allow us to deepen and 

develop our involvement in the Dutch society, 
as well as actively contribute to a fair and 

sustainable gambling market.”

GambleAware CEO Zoë Osmond on a 
new report that suggested Britain’s 
poorest citizens suffer the heaviest 

gambling losses

Kindred Group CEO Henrik Tjärnström after 
the group was granted a gambling licence 

by the Netherlands Gambling Authority
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ONEIDA CASINO MAKES 50 NEW YORK STATE 
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE TO ATTRACT WORKERS
Verona’s Oneida Indian Nation casino will 
make 50 new apartments available to its 
hourly workers at below-market rates. 

Oneida has taken this decision because 
of a critical need to fill casino and hotel 
jobs, something the operator claims is a 
by-product of a national shortage in the 
service sector. 

The 50 apartments being made 
available are situated in a $15m complex 
near Oneida’s Turning Stone casino, west 
of Unica. 

The complex will begin accepting 
tenants from 1 July 2022. Below-market 
rates will be offered to new, full-time 
employees relocating to the area, as 
well as those filling positions with 
significant shortages.  

Ray Halbritter, a representative 
of Oneida, said: “This investment in 
employee housing is to help fill critical, 
full-time, hourly positions at our resort — 
cooks, dealers, hotel jobs, to name a few. 
Upstate New York has been particularly 
hard hit by an employee shortage.” 

And Halbritter is confident that the 
five-building apartment complex being 
made available to staff will help attract 
new employees to the region. 

The complex, called The Villages 
at Stoney Creek, will offer rent starting 
at $550 a month for a one-bedroom 
apartment, with a three-bedroom 
apartment starting at $750 a month.  

Over 4,500 people currently work for 
Onedia Nation Enterprises, covering 
its gambling operations and other 
associated businesses.  

GI Verdict: This is certainly an interesting 
initiative being undertaken by Oneida, and 
one that should be successful, particularly 
given the fact that below-market rates will 
be offered.

After a lengthy break from land-based 
casinos due to the pandemic, it’s clear from 
Oneida’s decision that people are returning 
to such buildings in huge numbers, which 
is a huge positive for the industry. A three-
bedroom apartment at $750 a month? 
Sign us up.
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WPT AND WYNN LAS VEGAS COMBINE FOR 
LARGEST GUARANTEED PRIZE POOL IN LIVE 
POKER HISTORY
The World Poker Tour (WPT) World 
Championship at Wynn Las Vegas 
will involve a $15m guaranteed prize 
pool, the largest single live tournament 
guarantee in the history of poker.

The marquee event of the multi
-tournament festival, which runs from 1-20 
December 2022, will be the $10,400 buy-in 
championship event that will culminate 
with a televised final table. The festival 
will comprise over a dozen tournaments, 
including three primary events; the Prime 
Championship, the Wynn Mystery Bounty 
and the World Championship.

“This is one of the most ambitious 
initiatives the World Poker Tour has 
undertaken in our 20-year history,”  said 
World Poker Tour CEO Adam Pliska. “We 
are elated to be partnering with Wynn Las 
Vegas to bring this concept to life.”

The WPT World Championship will 
feature three Day 1 flights on 12, 13 and 14 
December, culminating in the crowning of a 

champion on 20 December.
At least 200 online qualifiers will attend 

the WPT World Championship, with 
hundreds more qualifying through various 
live satellites. The official subscription 
online poker game of the WPT, ClubWPT, 
will serve as the exclusive online platform 
where US players can win an 
entry package.

GI Verdict: This one-of-a-kind festival 
will be the biggest poker event of the year 
from WPT, so fans can expect plenty of 
build up in the months ahead, before it all 
kicks off in December.

While the likes of land-based casinos 
have been hit hard by the pandemic, it’s 
clear that poker remains in the black, with 
prize money continuing to soar into 
huge numbers. Meanwhile, casino leaders 
that Gambling Insider has spoken to 
recently have championed the importance 
of poker for publicity and popularity 
– even if the vertical’s margins are lower.

“Our approval comes with stringent 
conditions which balance delivering 
stronger controls on the casino and 

ensuring it continues to be the fl agship 
casino in Australia. We will take action 

should any of these conditions not be met 
by either Blackstone or Crown.”

“We look forward to being a part of this 
exciting new chapter for Interblock, which 

boasts significant market leadership in 
an incredibly fast-growing industry, an 
attractive financial profile and durable 

customer relationships.”

Fran Thorn, Chair of the Victorian 
Gambling and Casino Control 
Commission, after it approved 

Blackstone’s proposed acquisition 
of Crown Resorts

David Quick, Managing Director in 
Oaktree’s Special Situations Group and 
Board Member of Interblock, following 

Interblock’s acquisition by 
Oaktree Capital Management
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10%

4%
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(10:30AM GMT)

6%
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RUSH STREET GAMING NAMES NEW CFO AND COO
Rush Street Gaming has made two 
appointments to its senior leadership 
team, promoting Bill Keena and Marc 
Arndt to C-level positions.

Keena, a 35-year casino industry 
veteran, has been named Chief Operating 
Officer (COO), while Arndt will serve as 
Chief Financial Officer (CFO).

Both are long-time Rush Street 
employees. In 2011, Keena became 
General Manager of Rivers Casino Des 
Plaines, while in the same year, Arndt 
was the first team member to join the 
Chicago-area property; an operation that 
Rush Street claimed he was “instrumental” 
in launching.

In addition to leading the Des Plaines 
property, Keena most recently served 
as General Manager for Rivers Casino 
Pittsburgh. He has further acted as an 
enterprise-wide casino industry consultant.

Regarding his new role, Keena remarked: 
“I’m looking forward to working alongside 
our tremendously talented and dedicated 
teams to continue their great momentum.”

Meanwhile, as CFO, Arndt will oversee 

and manage the finance functions of 
all gaming operations, including Rush 
Street’s land-based casinos and their 
affiliated entities.

Both appointments are subject to 
approvals from jurisdictional gaming 
boards. Tim Drehkoff, Rush Street 
Gaming CEO, added: “Bill Keena and 
Marc Arndt have been part of the Rush 
Street family for over a decade.

“Their unique combination of 
institutional history, operational expertise 
and financial acumen made them the 
ideal choices for COO and CFO.”

GI Verdict: It’s fair to say Rush Street
is in safe hands going forward, with both 
industry veterans bringing a wealth of 
experience and indeed loyalty to these 
important positions.

Rush Street Gaming shareholders should 
be happy, with Keena and Arndt clearly 
favoured within the company, but it’s 
interesting to note the need for change 
at the company – which faces tough 
competition in the online US casino and 
sports betting markets.
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JAN FLORES APPOINTED SOFTSWISS DEPUTY CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER
Softswiss has appointed Jan Flores as its 
new Deputy Chief Technology Officer.

He will be responsible for leading 
multiple product teams, including 
the R&D department and the Jackpot 
Aggregator platform.

As noted by the company, Flores 
is a “reputable tech professional with 
extensive expertise in online gambling,” 
and brings over 15 years of experience 
across multiple roles in financial and 
iGaming companies.

He previously served as Director 
of Production Operations at Gaming 
Innovation Group, and as Head of 
Applications and Networks Services 
and Director of IT Operations at 
Jackpotjoy Group.

“I am excited to join a leading team 
of professionals who have produced 
a remarkable and innovative suite 
of products in such a competitive 
landscape,” said Flores. “I look forward to 
bringing my experience and contributing 
towards the Softswiss success story.”

Flores will be based in Malta, where 

Softswiss is now focused on expanding 
its presence and strengthening its team. 
The group noted that the island nation 
is well-known as an iGaming hub.

Ilya Karol, Co-Chief Technology Officer 

at Softswiss, commented: “Jan, without 
a doubt, has a deep understanding 
and immense expertise in the iGaming 
industry and will empower our 
technical leadership team, making it, 
even more, business and client-centric, 
to drive innovations.”

Softswiss has an international team of 
over 1,200 employees, with an official 
presence in Malta, Belarus, Poland and 
Georgia. It holds a number of gaming 
licences, with its product portfolio 
including the Online Casino Platform, the 
Affilka affiliate platform, the Sportsbook 
Platform and the Jackpot Aggregator.

GI Verdict: Softswiss’  appointment 
of Flores follows the onboarding of 
Yulia Oncheva as HR Chief Director. 
Speaking to Gambling Insider, 
Softswiss CEO Ivan Montik praised 
the impact Oncheva has already had. 
“She has a lot of experience.The most 
important thing is that [Oncheva] 
100% shares our values.”The full Q&A 
with Montik will be available in the July/
August issue of Gambling Insider.
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MR GAMBLE STUDY REVEALS SURPRISE UK GAMBLING HABITS 
A new study presented by online 
casino comparison site Mr Gamble, 
working in conjunction with ICS-digital 
and Perspectus Global, has laid out a 
comprehensive outline of gambling 
habits in the UK. 

In a study conducted on over 1,000 
UK gamblers, affiliate Mr Gamble 
revealed some key insights and 
statistical evidence. 

According to the study, the most 
popular forms of gambling in the UK 
today are sports betting and online 
gaming, accounting for 39% each. 

One surprising statistic was that 
sports betting gets more popular with 
age, with a rise from 31% in 18-30 year-
olds to 53% in the 60+ age group. 

Over 70% of participants, excluding 
the 60+ group, reported having 
gambling apps on their phone, with 91% 
of 18-30-year-olds using these apps. 

Another interesting result was that 
85% of women reported having these 
apps compared to 84% of men; this 

would appear to contradict the common 
perception of gambling being a male-
dominated industry, albeit by a 
slim margin. 

The study also looked at the spending 
habits of UK gamblers, finding that the 
average UK gambler spends £70 ($87.68) 
per week. London saw the highest 
average spend at £99 per week, followed 
by Yorkshire and the West Midlands at 
£74 and £71 per week, respectively. 

The report found that men spent an 
average of £20.30 more than women 
per week on gambling, with the under 

50s group spending more than the 
over 50s group. 

According to those surveyed, 70% of 
UK gamblers will stop after a loss and 
58% will stop after a win. 

When questioned about gambling 
resources, 78% reported never having 
to have used them; however, 74% were 
aware of how and where to access these 
resources if needed. 

Finally, the report looked at attitudes 
towards gambling regulations, finding 
that 68% of participants believed these 
regulations should be tougher, with 
75% of female participants saying so 
compared to 61% of males. 

GI Verdict: Although startling, these 
figures should be taken with a grain 
of salt. The study undertaken by Mr 
Gamble only covers 1,000 people, all
of whom professed to being “gamblers”. 
The extent to which the survey speaks 
to casual gamers, and those who prefer 
to keep their gambling activity quiet 
remains unclear.
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LEIGHTON WEBB 
VP & GENERAL 
MANAGER, PAYNEARME

Webb speaks to Gambling 
Insider about the latest trends 

in gaming payments

What are some of the challenges 
associated with delivering fresh 

solutions, such as real-time payments 
(RTP), across di� erent jurisdictions? 

Webb: We’re looking at a variety of new tenders; we are always 
looking to add new tender-types to the platform, such as RTPs. 
One of the core questions we always ask is: Is the market ready for 
that new tender type? Regarding RTP specifically, PayNearMe will 
offer that at some point in the future. The question is when will 
enough banks support RTP for users to be able to make use of 
the technology. Of course, there are other kinds of tender types, 
but suffice it to say, of all the different tender types operators are 
interested in, it’s RTP that’s gathering the most interest. It’s just a 
question of timing; when it makes sense for an operator to add 
that particular tender type to the platform. 

Do you think cryptocurrencies will start to be picked up by 
operators too? 
Webb: It’s clear that crypto is important. That audience is 
growing rapidly. One of the key questions around crypto is when 
regulators will start to adopt it as regulated tender. In the US, you 
know, you have 50 states, each with its own, independent set of 
regulations. Crypto would need approval on a state-by-state basis. 
So, when will state regulators allow for crypto and in what form 
will they allow it? 

Are there any emerging technologies that you expect will come 
to dominate the payments agenda?  
Webb: I’d come back to Money Line here. Money Line symbolises 
a fundamental shift in the way payments are approached in that 
it is one integration for the operator. Right now, many operators 
are integrating payments on a tender-by-tender basis. So, this 
could be six to seven direct integrations, which could be difficult 

to manage from a development standpoint and difficult to 
administer from an operation standpoint.  

PayNearMe has also launched a new product called Cardless 
Cash at ATM. This is exactly what it sounds like, users can 
withdraw cash without a card. This mirrors well with our 
Cash In retail product, allowing customers to withdraw cardless 
as well as deposit. 

How can operators better use player data to change the way 
they communicate with players to improve retention?  
Webb: The area I would say needs the biggest improvement is 
one-to-one marketing. Operators aren’t doing this for the most 
part in today’s day and age. What I mean by this is since we have 
behaviour data relating to how much people deposit, when their 
last deposit was made, how frequently a deposit was made, etc., 
operators can tailor their marketing message to that user based 
on where they are and the lifecycle of a player’s journey.  

For example, say a player hasn’t made a deposit in two weeks, 
send that player an email or an SMS to get them back onto the 
platform. At Money Link we have a functionality called smart link 
technology, which gives an operator the ability to send a user a link, 
deep-linking them into the payment flow directly. This cuts out the 
step of a general marketing message that merely opens the app 
without a bespoke offer for the player. So one-to-one marketing 
is a terrific way for operators to use payment data to target and 
communicate with users most effectively.

How can payment providers o� set the costs for accepting payments 
when supplying its products? 
Webb: Let’s put aside the cost of processing payments for 
the time being. The main area in which payment providers can 
improve upon is the resources providers have in order to support 
payments technology. That could be development resources, 
such as direct integrations, to be able to either integrate or 
reallocate resources within an organisation. 

Secondly, a provider must get the balance right in terms of 
staffing required to administer payments. For example, on 
the disbursement side of operations, many operators are still 
manually approving disbursements. An operator could have a 
lot of people doing that for every disbursement that comes 
in. This is a process that could be automated, resulting in real 
saving for the operator.
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